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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
The stated methodology was showing efficiency in retrieving the biological data including the gene, protein and diseases from Knowledgebase.
The ChemTextMiner is comfortable in recognizing most significant classes specific to
The data in each class was relevant to the disease and showed less ambiguity.
The case studies were done on different diseases like Diabetes, Alzheimer's and MTB where we found appropriate results.
The abstracts were stored in the local network and was applied for the textmining of important human diseases like MTB, Malaria, Alzheimer and Diabetes. The methods, tools and data used for building biological network using distributed computing environment previously used for ChemXtreme [1] and ChemStar [2] applications are also described. user's interest with maximum accuracy.
The case study on Diabetes was done to find disease related proteins in the Knowledgebase (PubMed) and as part of that we got 332728 hits for protein classes.
database and passed through the ChemTextMiner to find the disease related proteins, organic and inorganic molecules.
The results were shown below in tabular and network formats.
MATERIALS:
ChemTextMiner was completely build on Java platform, LingPipe, Genia Corpus for medical data mining, MySQL, RapidMiner (machine learning tool for data classification) CytoScape for integrating, visualizing, data in the form of networks, JPROLINE for distributed computing. Lingpipe recognizes these set of words as b l i t l 'P t i l l ' 
CONCLUSION:
We have produced a comprehensive, fast, and extensible tool ChemTextMiner for extracting Biological information from massive data sets and identification of unknown relationships between the extracted subjects. The ChemTextMiner is helpful in multiple research problems like protein-protein interaction studies, drug discovery and chemical library creation etc. The case study on the Diabetes disease suggested that the data extracted by the tool was showing less ambiguity and more promiscuity. The network analysis on resultant data revealed some hidden relations between the classes which may be useful in solving some of biological problems which are not obvious without high-throughput text
Unstructured data

NER in action
ChemTextMiner is better than lingpipe due to its inbuilt capability to recognize biological and chemical sematics as is evident from above figure mining methodologies.
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